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OrcaFlex 9.4 (Aug 10) & 9.5 (Oct 11)
...more functionality and industry leading productivity

OrcaFlex 9.4 major features include:
•	 Slug flow and free flooding
•	 Multi-threaded OrcaFlex Excel spreadsheets
•	 Whole system modal analysis
•	 SHEAR7 fatigue, T-N curves, & mean stress   
  models
•	 Improved contact model
•	 Generic text import for vessel hydrodynamic   
  data
•	 Full MATLAB & Python interfaces

As always, a full list of the new features in 9.4 and 9.5 can be found in the What’s New section of the 
OrcaFlex help menu and also on our website at: www.orcina.com/Support/OrcaFlex.

Our major article in this newsletter gives an overview of the wealth of automation facilities with 
OrcaFlex, giving a very important edge to OrcaFlex relative to its peer group. You will notice the 
temporary demise of the application articles in this edition – the editor was too slow talking to 
potential contributors, and there are too many new features to outline here. Application Articles will  
re-appear in the newsletter accompanying version 9.6 of OrcaFlex which was released in Oct-12.

We always welcome suggestions for improvements / future content so please do drop us a line. 

OrcaFlex 9.5 major features include:
	•	 Automation for Fatigue, Rayleigh Extreme   
  Statistics & Line Wizard
	•	 Vessel motions filter, wave drift damping,   
  manoeuvring & ‘other’ damping
	•	 Slamming for 6D buoys
	•	 P-y curves
	•	 Equivalent pipe type capability
	•	 External functions: now with implicit & in Python

Professional software for
engineering professionals

Slugging and Free Flooding of Lines
Previously constant, the contents of a Line can now freely flood or slug(!)…
Previously there was only one way to model the contents of an OrcaFlex Line, 
but now there are three (!):  Uniform, Free Flooding and Slug Flow. And to help 
understand / check the setting of these data, there’s a new results variable called 
Contents Density – see screenshot to the right.
The Uniform option gives constant contents density along the Line. This has been 
available in OrcaFlex for a long time, so on to the new options.
The Free Flooding option is, in fact, very simple. Here the density and elevation 
of the fluid inside a Line are taken to be the same as the fluid outside the Line, and 
there are no additional data to set. The 2010 OrcaFlex UGMs nicely showed this by 
lowering a line into the water and watching the range graph of Contents Density.
Slug Flow: Now, this one is a little more involved – here simple or complex 
patterns of different contents densities are allowed within the same line, and these 
can optionally travel along the line. But let’s be clear, the Slug Flow option does 
not do local flow modelling of the complex interaction effects between either a 
fluid and the inner pipe walls or different fluid phases. Rather, it allows a global 
perspective of the effect of varying fluid density on the movement of the pipe. For 
a riser, this mainly affects fatigue life.
Each row in the Slug flow table defines a different pattern of slug geometry and 
density simultaneously within the same line. Between the slugs there must be 
the same contents density. The defined pattern(s) must move at the same rate 
(constant or function of time) through the line so one packet of slugs cannot 
overtake another packet. Simple slug patterns are easily represented with a single 
row of data, but more complex patterns can be created by setting data on more 
than one row.
As well as ‘slugging’ there are a couple of other effects which are nicely modelled 
with this facility: 
 a)  Zero flow velocity would allow the modelling of a fixed (but stepped)  
  density variation along the length of a line.

 b)  A very long slug (longer than the length of the line) with a flow rate can be  
  used to model progressive flooding – great for various controlled flooding  
  and ballasting operations.

Just a couple of other notes: 
 c)  The user is free to set both the Slug Length and the Distance between Slugs,  
  but remember the resolution of this load effect will also be affected by the  
  size of the segments you’ve defined. 
 d) The element’s contents change smoothly (ie., can be partially full), so no  
  ‘noise’ is introduced in the results which is what would have happened if we  
  had adopted only step changes in contents state.
 e)  As with a flow rate of uniform contents density, OrcaFlex correctly accounts  
  for the resulting variations in mass, centrifugal and Coriolis forces when the  
  Slug Flow option is used. 
Overall, these new capabilities for modelling Line Contents make for a very 
powerful addition to the load effects OrcaFlex can handle – hope it helps!

Recently we’ve managed to neglect our newsletter, not only by completely missing one for the 9.4 
release, but also in delaying this follow up.  In fact this is now so delayed, that OrcaFlex 9.6 is now out! –  
So apologies for this, and expect a newsletter covering 9.6 in due course (the new 9.6 developments are 
summarised in the “In the next newsletter” section on the back page). In an effort to make amends, we offer 
this ‘bumper’ edition to cover both the release of both 9.4 and 9.5. We hope that this belated issue provides 
a useful insight into those new capabilities….
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Enhancements & New Features 

Modal Analysis
Now system modes- a lot more speed with a lot less memory!
We first introduced modal analysis in OrcaFlex v7.5 way back in 2001. Although, 
there have been some small improvements over the years, it was still restricted 

to modes of a single line. However, v9.4 saw a major improvement by allowing 
the modes of a complete system to be determined (as well as for single lines). 
The screenshot shows this capability for a moored vessel. The system modes are 
shown	in	the	drop-down	and	the	3D	view	shows	the	1st	major	surge	mode	(at	
c140s in this case). 
Typically, system modal analysis is used to compare the system natural frequencies 
with the frequency content of an incident wave energy spectrum. This can show, 
prior to any dynamic analysis, whether significant system excitation is likely to 
occur. This knowledge can be used to ‘de-tune’ the system response away from 
exciting frequencies. 
As well as the new ‘system’ capability, the matrix solution routines have been 
improved.  The original matrix solver was good when all eigenvalues were required, 
but it could be expensive both in solution time and memory requirements. 
However, we are normally interested in just the first few eigenvalues (the low 
frequency modes). Recognizing this, v9.4 includes, alongside the earlier solver, a 
new solver based on the Lanczos iterative algorithm. 
This is both incredibly fast and has low memory requirements. However, there 
are no UI changes – OrcaFlex automatically determines which solver to use based 
on existing model parameters!
So, not only system modes, but now really fast modes for most practical cases – 
hope it helps! 

Improvements to Fatigue Analysis 

Some useful enhancements to Fatigue Analysis in OrcaFlex….
The Fatigue post-processor has had a significant revamp in v9.4. Here are 
some of the main changes:

SHEAR7 Fatigue: Here fatigue damage is calculated outside of OrcaFlex by 
SHEAR7. OrcaFlex then just collates, sums and plots the damage from a number 
of different SHEAR7 load cases in a convenient manner. (More precisely, 
OrcaFlex uses the SHEAR7 damage rate and multiplies this by the load case 
exposure time.)

Mooring: This new option uses Tension-N curves rather than the more 
familiar Stress-N curves. As the name suggests, this option is for mooring 
lines!

Mean Stress Model: When using S-N Curves, the effect of the mean stress in 
the line on fatigue can now be included. Three models are offered – Goodman, 
Soderberg and Gerber, each acting in a similar way to scale the true stress 
range according to mean stress. The definition of mean stress is different for 
regular, rainflow and spectral methods and the way OrcaFlex interprets these 
is fully documented in the help file.

Te/Tw Choice for Stress Factor Fatigue: Previous versions of OrcaFlex always 
used the wall tension. As we (and others) couldn’t definitively resolve which 
to use, we now offer the choice to allow each ‘camp’ to use their preference! 
However, as fatigue damage is usually dominated by bending we don’t expect 
this change to be particularly significant. 
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P-y Curves
Lateral soils resistance for vertically penetrating lines…..
For lines tangential to the seabed, OrcaFlex has both linear elastic and non-linear 
hysteretic (with suction & trenching) soil models. However, for lines penetrating 
vertically	into	the	seabed,	lateral	soil	reaction	was	not	easy	to	setup…..well,	OK,	
you could with sets of horizontal non-linear springs attached to each node below 
the seabed. But this took time, needed a clear head and was a hassle if nodes 
moved vertically or discretisation changed.

But that was then, and this is now: the new (v9.5) P-y implementation 
allows the user to specify a series of P-y curves, each with different 
stiffness characteristics, for different elevations below the seabed.  
Once the particular P-y model is set up (and the user can set many different 
ones), it is then associated with a particular Line on the Line dataform.

The neutral orientation of the line for the P-y curves (ie., the riser vertical 
orientation which gives no lateral soil reaction) is taken to be vertical from 
the bottom end of the line. However, in v9.6 (released Oct-12), the neutral 
orientation can be set by the line End Orientations to allow for just off-vertical 
well construction.

Once a P-y model is attached to a line, then some of the normal load effects are 
supressed – all this is described in the help file.
This makes soil modelling for vertically penetrating lines considerably easier to 
setup and subsequently modify. 
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Improvements to the OrcaFlex Spreadsheet 
…A continuing story of more developments to enhance productivity…
OrcaFlex now comes with a wealth of automation and productivity features, 
including Text Datafiles, the OrcaFlex Spreadsheet, Python and Matlab 
interfaces, Distributed OrcaFlex, Multi-threading, etc. We say a great deal 
more about these features in the main article in the middle of this Newsletter. 
Here, we explain the latest developments to the OrcaFlex Spreadsheet – the 
earliest form of automation for OrcaFlex.
The	OrcaFlex	spreadsheet	was	originally	invented	in	1998,	in	response	to	a	
client request for help to import large volumes of results into Excel. It has to 
be said that the original version did not receive a great deal of design and 
forethought.	But	now,	13	years	and	a	lot	of	developments	later,	the	spreadsheet	
is one really good approach to automation, used by many of our clients.
For v9.4 we decided to completely re-implement the spreadsheet to enable 
the spreadsheet to take advantage of multi-core processors. Consequently, 
we’ve ported the original spreadsheet VBA functionality (which can’t be 
multi-threaded), ‘across the fence’ to OrcaFlex, where we know exactly how 
to multi-thread the code. However, in addition to the multi-threading, there 
are a number of incidental benefits from this re-write:

a) Moving the code to one much more familiar to us will make future  
 development quicker and safer.
b) For the first time we can now include the spreadsheet in our standard  
 suite of tests. Previous versions of the spreadsheet were not in the   
 automated regression test suite – meaning that any changes could  not  
 be easily tested.
c) The Spreadsheet can now be saved as macro free – in Excel 2007/2010  
 you should use the .xlsx format to achieve this. This will avoid hassles  
 over macro security warnings.
d) Because there is no longer code in the workbooks (it lives in the   
 OrcaFlex DLL) upgrades to OrcaFlex will upgrade the spreadsheet code.  
 The re-write of the Spreadsheet described above is largely transparent  
 to the user. However there have been some other changes to the   
 spreadsheet which the use will see more directly:
e) The sheets previously called ‘Script Table’ and ‘Instructions’ have been  
 renamed ‘Pre-processing’ and ‘Post-processing’ to better describe  their   
 intended purpose.

f) The Duplicate Instructions command now uses standard Excel copy  
 routines so that formulae are preserved during duplication.
g)  Hidden rows in the post-processing sheet will not be processed.
h) The 2007 and 2010 versions of Excel removed previous  limits   
on the number of row and columns in a sheet. The OrcaFlex Spreadsheet  
 can now take advantage of this.
i) In parallel to creating Batch Scripts, the Pre-processor sheet now has the  
 ability to generate input text (YAML) data files.

Along with the other benefits outlined above, we’re really very pleased to have 
achieved multi-threaded post-processing with the OrcaFlex spreadsheet - it’s 
a delight to watch the two, or four, or eight, etc., progress bars churn through 
the post-processing.

Enhancements & New Features 

Slamming
To slam, or not to slam, at the free surface…..
If an object moves across the free surface, in either direction, its momentum 
changes, ie., momentum is transferred between the object and the water. In 
turn, this gives a ‘slam’ load acting on the object which can be important to 
include.
However, slamming is normally a short-duration effect, sensitive to local 
conditions such as the angle between the object and free surface on entry 
/ exit. It’s therefore unlikely that OrcaFlex, as a global tool, will produce 
accurate slam force time histories or peak slam force. However, we can expect 
the total impulse to be accurate, so that the effect on the overall motion of 
the object is correct. (Total momentum change = impulse = ∫ (instantaneous 
slam force) during the momentum transfer.)

The	OrcaFlex	 slam	model	 closely	 follows	DNV	RP	H103	 (Modelling	 and	
Analysis of Marine Operations, April 2011), but differs slightly in the 
following respects:
a) OrcaFlex uses the relative velocity between the object and the water  
	 surface.	H103	assumes	a	still	horizontal	water	surface.
b) In OrcaFlex the slam force is directed normal to the water surface.  
	 In	H103	it’s	the	same	but	is	always	vertical	because	of	the	assumed	flat		
 water surface. 
c)	 H103	gives	an	instantaneous	change	in	slam	force	(red	line	in	diagram).		
 However, as step changes in loads can lead to instability in numerical  
 programs, OrcaFlex slightly modifies this approach:
	 •	 For	a	Lumped	Buoy,	the	slam	force	is	ramped	(blue	line)	at	the	start		
  and end of the momentum change. But this is arranged so the total  
  impulse (area under the curves) is the same as the DNV model.
	 •	 For	the	Spar	Buoy	and	Towed	Fish	options,	no	such	precautions	are		
  needed as the change in water-plane area is smooth.
The OrcaFlex slam calculations are implemented for the 6 DoF Buoy and 
depend on user-supplied entry and exit slam force coefficients and an 
appropriate slam area - for Lumped Buoys, we anyway have to tell OrcaFlex 
all the properties and this now includes the Slam Area;  for the Spar Buoy and 
Towed Fish options we’ve already specified the geometry, so OrcaFlex derives 
the appropriate Slam Area from this.
This is a pretty important addition to the modelling capability within 
OrcaFlex eliminating the need for some of the workarounds we and others 
have proposed. 



Distributed OrcaFlex
Distributed OrcaFlex (DOF) is really three programs which enables networked, OrcaFlex-licenced computers to transparently run OrcaFlex jobs using spare 
processor time:

•	 DOF Client runs on each machine available on the network designated to run OrcaFlex. Jobs are run at a low operating system priority, so they will not interfere 
with other usage of the machine. But when the machine is otherwise idle (night time, or lunch!), then the job will run at maximum speed.

•	 DOF Server coordinates the jobs list, allocating jobs to Clients. DOF Server also attempts to load balance across the network by moving jobs between Clients 
in order to maximise throughput.

•	 DOF Viewer runs on any machine and displays the current list of jobs (and their status eg., pending, running, completed etc.) and allows jobs to be submitted 
and stopped.

The screenshot shows DOF Viewer, listing some of the clients on the Orcina network (top) and, bottom, a sample of the jobs list (although these are all completed). 
This all adds up to an extremely efficient way of maximising your computer resources to run large volumes of OrcaFlex simulations.

Automation & Productivity 

A tour of OrcaFlex Productivity Features Maximising Volume 
Analysis and QA
Gone are the days of a dozen simulations and the job was done! Today, hundreds 
and sometimes thousands of simulations are the norm for global dynamic analyses 
of offshore systems. Potentially the variation matrix includes: Extreme, fatigue, 
VIV, wind, wave and current conditions, line contents state, vessel position, damage 
conditions, interference analysis, etc. Add to this mesh (element and time step) density 
studies and anything else of interest and you have a potentially huge data handling / 
run time / post-processing problem. For us this issue culminated when we were asked 
to help a client answer the following question: “With ever greater requirements for 
analysis how can we have confident data handling (QA) and identify design drivers 
for around 10 000 cases”. It doesn’t take much thought to realise that this is a key 
question, and the consequential expectations of analysts and software means that a 
good software solution is paramount.
The trend towards ever greater analysis, coupled with hardware advances, has had a very interesting 
consequence: Formerly, the project ‘bottleneck’ tended to be the direct simulation times on 
relatively few runs. Today the bottleneck is nearly always the post-processing of large numbers of 
results (.sim) files, though direct execution speed is still a material consideration.

So efficient and robust analysis requires efficient and robust data and results handling. So, what’s 
the answer? As you might expect, the answer takes more space than the question! In the rest of 
this article, we attempt to outline the main features which we believe give OrcaFlex users the best 
available robustness and productivity in their work. The good news is that there is something for 
everyone….

OrcaFlex (pre- and post-processing) Spreadsheet
The OrcaFlex (Excel) Spreadsheet provides facilities for automating the production of batch script 
files and text data files (pre-processing), and enables the automatic extraction of results and data 
from simulation files. 

This	tool	has	been	around	for	about	13	years	but	started	life	as	a	relatively	simple	results	extraction	
facility. The subsequent additions of pre-processing, Instruction and Duplication wizards, text file 
handling and multi-threading mean that today it provides very comprehensive facilities meeting 
many analysts requirements.

These facilities are pretty much self-explanatory. But for those new to automation in OrcaFlex, 
taking half a day to familiarise yourself with the OrcaFlex Spreadsheet will yield productivity 
and QA benefits for years to come. 
It’s probably one of the single best 
investments of time that an OrcaFlex 
user can make
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1986
Orcina and OrcaFlex started
No automation other than simple 
file replication.

1999 (v7.1)
The OrcaFlex Results Spreadsheet 
appeared, giving simple, automated 
results extraction from multiple results 
files.

2002 (v8.1) Fatigue post-processing introduced.

2003 (v8.4)
Distributed OrcaFlex suite introduced.
OrcaFlex Spreadsheet extended to
include pre-processing of input files.

2004 (v8.5) Instructions & Duplicate wizards added 
to the Results Spreadsheet.

2005 (v8.6) Wave scatter conversion facility added.

2005 (v8.7) Multi-threaded OrcaFlex simulations.

2007 (v9.1) Automatic importer added for AQWA
and WAMIT hydrodynamic data.

2008 (v9.2) Multi-threaded batch and fatigue 
postprocessing.

2009 (v9.3) Text datafile facility added. Direct
Shear7 interface.

2010 (v9.4)
Full Python and MATLAB interfaces 
released and the OrcaFlex post-process-
ing spreadsheet is now multi-threaded.

2012 Latest release is OrcaFlex v9.6 (Oct-12).



Batch Processing
The batch processing form (Calculation menu | Batch Processing…) is one of the 
most important areas of OrcaFlex. It allows OrcaFlex file types to be added and 
executed, running jobs in parallel on as many cores as are available.

When multiple file types are added, they are processed in the following order: 
All batch scripts, then any data or simulation files, then fatigue post-processing, 
then OrcaFlex spreadsheet post-processing. For obvious reasons the last two are 
not run until all the data or simulation files have finished processing.

The ‘Check Files’ action is also deserving of further comment: It inspects all 
the files in the jobs list, checking that they exist and have valid data or script 
commands, reporting any errors that might arise. With this check you can also 
optionally ask the batch to perform a static analysis of each file, allowing you to 
spot any files exhibiting static convergence problems prior to executing a big 
run. Once the checking has finished it also reports the total estimated storage 
requirement to execute all the jobs. 

Multi-threading
Until a few years ago, computer hardware got faster by increasing the clock speed 
of the processors. At some point these ‘faster chips’ started to require so much 
cooling that a different approach to hardware speed emerged, ie., using multiple 
computational cores. Now it seems that the minimum spec for even a simple 
machine	is	Dual	Core,	with	many	desktops	commonly	housing	8+	cores!

But, unless software is ‘thread-enabled’, it won’t be able to take advantage of 
multiple cores and so will not achieve run-time improvements over a single-core 
machine. Software that is thread-aware can take advantage of multiple cores. 
OrcaFlex runs on multiple cores in the following ways:

OrcaFlex direct simulation: This is a single OrcaFlex model running a dynamic 
analysis. If the model has more than one line in it, then each line is parcelled out 
to different cores. Typically, however, the overhead necessary to co-ordinate across 
the cores means that speed-up will be noticeably less than linear.
Batch Processing/Distributed OrcaFlex/Spreadsheet post-processing 
(standard results)/Fatigue post-processing: All these activities are thread-
enabled. Further, each ‘job’ (eg., a list of separate runs or post-processing files) 
is independent from every other job, so there is no co-ordination overhead in 
running across multiple-cores. This means that execution speed scales linearly 

with the number of available cores – the screenshot of the batch form in the 
previous	section	shows	a	simple	case	of	8	jobs	running	on	a	4-core	machine.

And, of course, OrcaFlex offers this multi-threading capability at no extra charge 
– it is all part of the standard release of OrcaFlex!

 

Programming Interfaces
As well as being a normal windows program, OrcaFlex can be driven via a 
programming interface, called the OrcFxAPI. This API can be linked using  
C++,	 Delphi,	 Python	 &	 MATLAB.	 All	 OrcaFlex	 automation	 facilities	 that	
operate outside the OrcaFlex GUI are built on top of the API, for example the 
OrcaFlex spreadsheet and Distributed OrcaFlex. These programming interfaces 
are an integral part of our product and are provided at no extra cost.

We always intend that OrcFxAPI offers all the same functionality that the 
GUI offers although OrcFxAPI support for some of the more esoteric features 
sometimes lag a version or two behind the GUI. As a high-level summary, 
OrcFxAPI exposes the following capabilities:

•	 File operations: loading and saving data and simulation files.

•	 Model building: interrogating and modifying input data.

•	 Performing calculations: statics, dynamics, modal analysis.

•	 Extracting results: time histories, range graphs, extreme value statistics, etc.

•	 Graphics	and	video:	export	of	3D	Views	and	AVI	file	videos.

 
Low-level interfaces (C, C++, Delphi)
The	original	versions	of	OrcFxAPI	were	developed	for	use	with	the	C,	C++	and	
Delphi programming languages. These interfaces are very low-level and rather 
challenging to work with. For example the onus is on the programmer to manage 
memory allocations, error checking and so on. A huge amount of power and 
flexibility is available, but this comes at the cost of more programming effort.

Nowadays we usually advise clients not to use these interfaces, suggesting Python 
or MATLAB instead (see below). However, there are still some situations where 
the low level interfaces are appropriate. For example, a number of clients have 
incorporated the OrcaFlex calculation engine into on-board monitoring systems 
and	for	this	type	of	application	the	C++	interface	is	usually	used.

High-level interfaces (Python, MATLAB)
More recently we have made the programming interfaces more accessible by 
including high-level interfaces for Python and MATLAB. In contrast to the low-
level interfaces, the Python and MATLAB interfaces take care of the nitty-gritty 
of memory management, error checking etc., allowing you to concentrate on the 
OrcaFlex task at hand. This makes them much easier to use than the low-level 
interfaces.

Python is a freely available, open-source, general purpose programming 
language. By contrast, MATLAB is a commercial, proprietary code. Python is, 
in our view, a more elegant language than MATLAB. Python also has the very 
significant advantage of costing nothing to use. On the other hand, many of our 
clients already have MATLAB and benefit from meshing the OrcaFlex interface 
to their existing MATLAB codebase.

The Python and MATLAB interfaces are almost indistinguishable from each 
other, which makes switching between the two straightforward. And both 
interfaces are very easy to use and promote high productivity. In fact, one of 
the key motivators behind the development of these interfaces was our own in-
house use - all formal testing of new OrcaFlex features is now written using 
the Python interface. We do this because we find it to be far and away the most 
productive development environment for OrcaFlex automation.

Conclusions
As you can see OrcaFlex has a wealth of productivity-enhancing features. 
Although this has only been a brief introduction, we hope that it will have set the 
scene for you to investigate further. And, of course, please do contact us for any 
help, either on the details, or generally on how to apply any of the automation 
technologies in your work.
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Some Improvement to Lines
A number of useful enhancements….

Floats Wizard now works with variable drag
Previously, OrcaFlex could not use the Line with Floats Wizard if the Base 
Line Type was setting Drag Coefficient as a function of Reynolds Number. 
The introduction of separate Buoyancy and Drag Diameters way back in v9.0 
(2006) means that, in v9.4, the Floats Wizard can now accommodate this 
feature. Here the OD of the smeared line type is set equal to the base line type 
and the drag coefficients are set accordingly.

MBR can be defined as a function of Te or Tw
Minimum Bend Radius (MBR) can be constant or tension dependent (the 
standard approach for a steel tube umbilical). If a single value for MBR is 
used then a conservative value for large tension should be used. Tension-
dependent MBR captures the coupling between tension and curvature in a 
single result, namely normalised curvature. A variable MBR allows you to 
account for the coupling, but it is an open question whether you should use 
effective tension (Te) or wall tension (Tw). Previously OrcaFlex always MBR 
as a function Tw. OrcaFlex v9.4 now allows the user the choice of Tw or Te.

Clashing between a line and itself…
Previously, Line-on-Line clashing did not apply for two segments on the same 
line. V9.4 removes this restriction, allowing very nice simulations of a line 
coiling over itself or winching on a drum.

Better Shape modelling
Better solid contact and a new drawing option….

Improved Contact Algorithm
When an OrcaFlex Line came into contact with an OrcaFlex Elastic Shape, the 
results (eg., tensions) could sometimes be a little noisy. The original contact 
algorithm directed reaction forces normal to the nearest face to that node. 
But slight changes in node position could have the reaction force directed 
to a different face and this could give relatively noisy results. We also found 
occasional ‘phantom’ contacts, even though the node was outside of the 
contacting object. In v9.4 the contact algorithm was revised and with a minor 
change we eliminated both ‘the flip-flop’ effect and phantom contacts.

Shape Drawing
Previously OrcaFlex Shapes could only be Elastic Solid or Trapped Water 
types. But Shapes are often used for visualisation, and then are not intended to 
have	any	physical	presence	in	the	model.	V9.4	introduced	a	3rd	Type	option	–	
called Drawing. This simply removes any physical properties of the shape from 
the model, leaving the user only with a drawing. 
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Improved Modelling of Vessels
There have been a number of major enhancements to the Vessel object...
The OrcaFlex Vessels unit has seen some major developments in both v9.4 & 
v9.5. These are illustrated in the figure below which shows the changes between 
v9.3	and	v9.5.

Firstly, the relatively easy ones: what were previously known as Hydrodynamic 
Damping and Wind Damping have been renamed as Current Load and Wind 
Load – hopefully the end of a long running nomenclature debate! We’ve also 
added a check box for Added Mass and Damping which simply turns these 
terms on or off (previously you had to zero the relevant matrices to turn them 
off!). Other changes reflect further additions to OrcaFlex’s modelling capabilities:

Motion Filter
Some of the new Included Effects depend on the motion response frequency. 
Previously, OrcaFlex had no way of knowing this, but now we use a digital filter 
to separate the motions components. For motion responses containing both 
wave- and low-frequency responses, the user supplies a dividing period.

Wave Drift Damping
A floater in waves, having motion relative to earth, and / or in the presence 
of current, will ‘see’ the waves at a frequency different to the wave frequency. 
This causes the vessel to experience additional loads. In the offshore community 
these are known as wave drift loads and are mostly relevant to large-scale 
resonance motion of a floater on its moorings. In traditional naval architecture, 
this term is known as ‘added resistance in waves’ and is mainly a concern for 
ship powering predictions.
Our implementation of wave drift damping is based work done by Bernard 
Molin, which is, in turn, an extension of Aranha’s well known formulation. 
Happily, Molin’s presentation is similar to Newman’s approximation already 
used by OrcaFlex. So we implement wave drift damping as a modification to the 
leading diagonal of the QTF. Consequently, and even better, there is no need for 
any further user data – the user simply decides whether or not to include this. It 
should be noted that this is only for surge and sway motions as there is as yet no 
commonly accepted formulation for yaw motion.

Manoeuvring Loads
OrcaFlex now allows the inclusion of the low frequency manoeuvring loads, 
applied to low frequency vessel motions. These can be an important influence on 
the slow-drift motion of the floater. There is no need for extra user-supplied data 
as they are derived from the low frequency entries in the added mass matrices 
(and are therefore potential theory terms, ignoring viscosity). More generally 
these are known as ‘manoeuvring loads in a seaway with a fixed rudder’, and 
therefore do not apply to the traditional manoeuvring study of ‘slow speed 
vessel manoeuvres with rudder in calm water’ (eg., manoeuvres in harbours, 
jetty approaches, etc).

Other Damping
Mostly of the commonly accepted hydrodynamic loads on floaters are explicitly 
included in v9.5. But to allow for ‘other’ terms which users might wish to 
include, we’ve created the Other Damping page. This allows the user to specify 
linear and quadratic damping for each of the 6 degrees of freedom.
In addition to the above, there have been some changes to the handling of 
vessel data:
Generic text file: The process of importing hydrodynamic data for Vessel Types 
has been improved to allow generic hydrodynamic data to be combined in one 
text file and imported in a single go. Previously, displacement RAOs, load RAOs, 
QTFs, and added mass and damping all had to be in separate text files. Generic 
text data files may also specify the conventions and units of their data and if this 
data is present, 
Extrapolation towards zero: In RAO tables, OrcaFlex needs a zero period value 
when using irregular seas. In case this is not supplied, OrcaFlex warns you and 
now extrapolates to zero. Previously the extrapolation was done based on the 
first two (by definition, non-zero) rows in the RAO tables. 
Vessel time history origin: New origin data is available for both primary and 
superimposed time histories. The origin specifies the point on the vessel at 
which the motion time history applies.
Vessel reports: Generation of vessel response reports can now be automated 
through batch script, or from the OrcaFlex programming interface.
Dimensional QTFs: Vessel QTFs are now dimensional in v9.4, whereas 
previously they were non-dimensional. Old binary (.dat) data files containing 
non-dimensional values will be automatically converted when opened. For text 
data files from earlier versions, the non-dimensional data will be read in but not 
re-dimensionalised. 
As always, these changes are fully documented in the helpfile.

Enhancements & New Features 
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Here is our list of agents and their contact details:

Agents’ News 

SACSKO OceanTech, Inc., have been Orcina Agents in South Korea for the last 10 years.

SACSKO	OceanTech	(formerly	SACS	Korea)	was	founded	in	1988,	by	Jee	T.	Jang.	The	company	initially	provided	consultancy	and	software	services	to	the	shipbuilding	
and	offshore	engineering	sectors.	Today,	our	business	is	focused	on	provision	of	3rd	party	software	and	associated	technical	support,	and	of	various	hardware,	to	
those sectors. We are also developing in the renewable energy industry, particularly wind power, as well as the subsea market.
The	shipbuilding	and	offshore	market	 in	Korea	 is	dominated	by	 the	 ‘big	3’	 -	Hyundai	Heavy	 Industries	 (HHI).	 Samsung	Heavy	 Industries	 (SHI)	 and	Daewoo	
Shipbuilding	&	Marine	Engineering	(DSME).	For	many	years	these	3	have	successfully	dominated	the	market,	on	a	global	scale,	 for	drill	ships,	FPSO	(Floating	
Production Storage and Offloading) units, and other specialized offshore facilities. However, profitability in these sectors is falling as competition intensifies.
This	leaves	the	subsea	market	as	the	only	high-profit	sector	left	in	the	industry	with	the	big	3	declaring	this	sector	as	their	new	growth	engine.	Gaining	market	share	
is key to this and they and are now striving to develop the associated technologies, invest in the subsea market by acquiring leading foreign companies, and by 
implementing state-funded projects.
In	an	example	of	state	involvement,	the	big	3	are	pushing	ahead	to	participate	in	the	Ministry	of	Knowledge	Economy’s	subsea	offshore	plant	project.	The	project	
aims	to	develop	technologies	for	the	production,	separation,	transportation,	storage,	offloading,	etc.,	of	resources	in	3,000m	water	depths.	Intelligent	deepsea	plant	
engineering, eco-friendly floating top-side system, etc., are included as part of this initiative.
An official from this industrial consortium indicated that co-operation between industry, academia, research institutes and government would be necessary to 
overcome	the	high	entry	barriers	to	this	sector	and	gain	a	significant	foothold	in	a	market	dominated	by	non-Korean	companies.
In	addition	to	government	initiatives,	each	of	the	big	3	have	established	their	own	internal	task	forces	related	to	subsea	technology.	Daewoo	established	a	central	R&D	
centre for subsea in 2011, while Hyundai and Samsung already operate their own task force teams.
As	can	be	seen	this	is	an	exciting	time	for	the	Korean	market	place	and	at	SACSKO	OceanTech	we	look	forward	to	continuing	to	serve	our	existing	clients,	and	to	
welcoming new colleagues, especially as our industry moves into the challenging subsea and renewables markets.

Introducing RICHTECH, our Agents in 
China…..

RICHTECH,	incorporated	in	Houston,	Texas	in	2003,	is	an	
independent engineering consulting company working for 
both the onshore and offshore oil and gas industry. 

The company employs over 200 engineers, has offices in 
Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjing, Shenzhen and Houston, and 
works for clients on a worldwide basis. 

The specialized engineering services offered by 
RICHTECH’s  Deepwater Division makes us the only 
such independent service provider in China. Our Riser 
Group designs risers for both dry tree platform and subsea 
tie-back,  to host, including TTRs on TLP and SPAR 
platforms, SCRs  flexible pipe and hybrid systems for TLP, 
SRAR SEMI  and FPSO hosts.

This work includes concept and feasibility studies at FEED 
stage, as  well as detailed engineering and installation 
analysis. We also undertake technology qualification, 
material selection and specification, and local component 
design and specification.

Since 2011, RICHTECH has been Orcina’s sole referral 
agent in China. We actively support the team at Orcina with 
sales and marketing activities, commercial negotiation, 
translation and, of course, technical support to the end 
users. Indeed, several key Richtech staff have many years 
of experience with OrcaFlex, Orcina’s main product.

Consequently, and in a relatively short time period, we 
have been very successful in promoting sales to many 
commercial clients in China, including CNOOC, as well as 
to some colleges and Research Institutes.

For the future, China’s energy requirement continues 
to grow in support of the country’s rapid economic  
development. Energy supply problems are an issue, but 
China’s rich ‘deepwater’ oil and gas offshore reserves 
have the potential, once developed, to help meet these 
requirements. In this scenario, we fully expect that 
OrcaFlex, together with local support by RICHTECH, 
will be the tool of choice for Chinese firms needing system 
dynamic analysis.

USA, CANADA & 
MEXICO

Stewart Technology Associates (www.stewart-usa.com)
Bil Stewart, President, 
info@stewart-usa.com,		+1	(713)	789	8341

Paul Jacob, JTEC
pj@jtec-tx.com,		+1	(713)	398	9595

SOUTH AMERICA
NSG Engenharia, Projetos e Representação Comercial Ltda.
Nelson Galgoul, President, 
nsg@nsg.eng.br,		+55	21	9995	9212

SOUTH KOREA

SACSKO OceanTech, Inc (www.sacsko.com)
J.T. Jang, President, 
jangjt@sacsko.com,		+822	421	8018

Eui K. Choi, Sales & Marketing Manager
eui@sacsko.com,		+82-(0)70-8275-5448

MALAYSIA, 
INDONESIA & 
SINGAPORE

Zencomp Consultants Sdn Bhd (www.zee-eng.com)
Herman Perera, Managing Director, 
herman.perera@zee-eng.com,		+60	(03)	7877	8001

INDIA &  
MIDDLE EAST

Aryatech Marine and Offshore Services Pvt. Ltd (www.aryatech.net)
Tarun Rewari, Managing Director, 
info@aryatech.net,		+91	11	46	01	81	02

CHINA

RICHTECH Int’l Engineering (Shanghai)
Roger (Jianhua) Qian 
jhqian@richtechcn.com,		+86	21	6485	0066

Yongfei (David) Wang /王勇飞
yfwang@richtechcn.com,		+86	10	8446	7761

Whilst our agents are mostly geographically remote from us, we have very close working 
relationships with them, often with daily contact. 
With most we have long standing relationships going back many years. This engenders strong 
technical communication which is very important in seeking to serve our clients in the best way 
possible.
We hope that this page will keep you abreast of the latest developments with our agents so as to 
better understand what they do and hence get the most from your use of our software. 



2010 Handling Vessel Data, Extreme Value Statistics, Line Stress Calculations, Worked Examples: J-Tube modelling, profiled hoses, slugs, compressible buoyancy bags, modelling chutes

2011 Building mid-water arches, Python Automation, YAML automation, Short examples, BSR design, fenders, spanning, spinning buoy

Did You Know…..
a) …v9.5 added an Equivalent Line facility: Here 

the properties of two or more Line types can be 
combined to produce a Line Type with equivalent 
properties. Good for simple modelling of pipe-in-
pipe and bundles, etc.

b) …for Lines we’ve finally made it! Cm now separately 
defined	 from	Ca	–	hurrah!	Previously	Cm	=	1+Ca	
which limited your flexibility.

c) …for the API RP 2RD code check, the minimum wall 
thickness data item has been replaced by a corrosion 
thickness data item. This allows the code check to 
be used with profiled line types, for example stress 
joints, that have a non-zero corrosion thickness.

d) …two new stage control modes (Specified Payout 
Rate Change and Length at Stage End) have been 
added for winches:. These typically give smoother 
responses than the other length control modes.

e) …both fatigue pre-processing and Rayleigh 
extreme value post-processing are now automated 
through the OrcaFlex spreadsheet and the OrcaFlex 
Programming Interfaces.

f)	…we	added	 the	 ability	 to	 attach	 a	 3D	View	 to	 any	
Vessel, 6D Buoy or Shape object in the model – 
effectively the long awaited ‘moving camera’.

e) …objects can now be compared through the model 
browser – select any two, right click and Compare. 
Brilliant! We now also ship a built-in compare 
facility in case you are unable to install one on your 
machine – it’s a little limited compared(!) to the ones 
we prefer, but it’s very much better than nothing!

f) …you’ve probably noticed that the model browser 
can be docked (left or right), or still ‘float’ as it did 
before.

g) …when saving workspace files the axis ranges can be 
preserved if you wish.

Orcina Out and About  
Exhibitions and Training Courses
Since the last newsletter we have exhibited at Oi10 and Oi12 both at the ExCel Centre in London, OTC10 and OTC11 in 
Houston, Offshore Europe’11 in Aberdeen and OMAE10 (Shanghai) OMAE11 (Rotterdam) and OMAE12 (Rio). These 
all ran to form, providing a good way for us to catch up with existing clients and some prospective new ones. 

In 2011 we moved away from ‘formal’ presentation to a more ‘example-based’ format. This change seems to have been well received by most, and will be the style we adopt for future 
UGMs. All the materials from earlier UGM can be found at www.orcina.com/Support/UserGroup.

We are very fortunate that many OrcaFlex users are kind enough to act as guest speakers for these events. We know from the feedback forms that these slots are especially well received. 
The speakers for the last two UGMs include:

2010 2011
Aberdeen: Subajhit Lahiri, Technip: Specific Reeling Issues Analysed in OrcaFlex and Abaqus as 
Collaborating Software. Aberdeen:	Ewan	Brown,	OMUK:	Verification	of	Analysis.

Houston: Amal Phadke, ConocoPhillips: OrcaFlex Use at ConocoPhillips: From Feasibility 
Studies to Operations  Support.

Amsterdam: Hubert Brinkhuis, Bluewater: Deepwater CALM Calibration with Model 
Tests.

KL: Pieter Dierx, SBM Offshore: Modelling of CALM buoys in Very Shallow Water. Houston: Minerve Batrony,  OMUS: Verification of Analysis.

Paris:	Jelte	Kymmell,	KCI:	Modelling	the	Heave	Compensated	Chute	(KCI	Patent)	and	
Comparison with Model Tests. KL:	Gunawan	Suwarno,	Sapura	Acergy:	Sapura	3000	Pipelay	System.

Perth: Tim Le Souëf, Peritus: The Importance of Soil Modelling to Fatigue of SCRs. Oslo: Jacob Qvist, 4Subsea: Floating Wind Turbine Modelling.

Rio: Marcos Cueva, Oceanica: Examples of OrcaFlex Use Within Oceanica. Perth: Hayden Marcollo, AMOG: Deepwater Drilling Riser Analysis using OrcaFlex 
including Recoil Analysis

Stavanger: Stefan Schlömilch and Martin Nore, Aker Solutions: Marine Operations in OrcaFlex. Rio: Nelson Galgoul, Suporte (now NSG): OrcaFlex model of a Stadia Roof Lift.

We would again like to say a big thank all those who kindly contributed a guest lecture - their efforts are very much appreciated by Orcina and other attendees alike, and without their 
continued support this slot would simply not happen.

Please see www.orcina.com/UpcomingEvents for the most up-to-date info on these events.

In the Next Newsletter
The very late issue of this newsletter (covering 9.4 & 9.5) means that OrcaFlex 9.6 is on the streets. Whilst we’ll do 
a separate newsletter covering the v9.6 release in due course, here’s a list of the key 9.6 developments as well as an 
indication of some of the items being worked on for the future: 

Features planned for 9.7 and beyond include:
•	 Vessel wave and current disturbance
•	 Line	payout	(OF	winch	+	mass	and	hydro.	properties)
•	 Hydrodynamics near boundaries
•	 Line results at nodes
•	 Pipelay code checks
•	 Pipelay stinger and roller setup UI
•	 Multi-body hydrodynamic interaction for vessels
•	 Parameter study and custom results
•	 Software licencing

OrcaFlex 9.6 major features include:
•	 64 bit OrcaFlex (can use more memory, esp. for 

multi-processors)
•	 New line contact model for PiP, J-tube pulls, etc
•	 Full sum- and difference-frequency QTFs
•	 Mode loads
•	 Different static EI from existing dynamic EI
•	 P-y can now be off-vertical
•	 Fatigue added to automation

The new Line Contact model in 9.6 was initially motivated by the desire to provide an explicit Pipe-in-Pipe model. This 
new model allows for contact between two OrcaFlex Lines, with one inside the other. Crucially though, it also includes 
friction arising from large scale relative axial motions of these two lines. However, once we had got the back of this model 
broken	we	quickly	realised	that,	as	well	as	Pipe-in-Pipe,	this	model	is	also	really	good	for	modelling:	J-Tube	pull-ins,	Keel-
joints, discontinuous guide surfaces, choke & kill (piggy-back) lines, pipelay, bend stiffeners and a host of other things. 
Consequently, the application of this model formed the major part of the Autumn 2012 User Group Meetings. 

We have some clear plans for the next OrcaFlex development 
round, but we’re always open to hearing from users as to 
those features they would like to see developed and, crucially, 
the motivating reasons for needing them.

...and the rest... 
OrcaFlex User Group Meetings
Since	the	last	newsletter	there	have	been	3	rounds	of	UGMs	-	2010,	2011	and	2012.	In	this	note	we	report	on	the	first	2,	leaving	the	2012	report	until	the	next	newsletter.	These	are	annual	
events	held	between	September	and	December	in	Houston,	Rio,	Aberdeen,	Oslo	(alternates	with	Stavanger),	Amsterdam	(previously	Paris),	KL	and	Perth	(WA).	Up	to	date	details	can	
always be found at www.orcina.com/Upcoming Events.

In 2010 we were able to welcome approximately 220 colleagues to these meetings and in 2011 the number was 270. In addition to the standard ‘What’s New in OrcaFlex’, the following 
topics were presented:
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